A NEW SOLUTION FOR YOUR BUSINESS
to view the cdntribution ob your work in a larger uramework
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THINK AGAIN.
INTRODUCING BLUECARE

business. BlueCare is a new prod

Whether you have 500 employees

uct offered by Health Options, the

or fewer than 50, it's easier than
you think to afford a great health
plan for your business. Our new
BlueCare health plans include
affordable prescription coverage,
wellness and preventive care,

+.tt

BlueCross BlueShield
of Florida
Health Options�

HMO backed by Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida, so you and

TO CHANGING MARKET DYNAMICS

your employees can access one of
the largest provider networks* in
the state. Ask your insurance agent
or your local Blue Cross and Blue

Away From Home Care and many

Shield of Florida representative

other benefits that you might have

for more details about BlueCare

thought were out of reach for your

plans for every size business.

1999 Blue Cross and Blue Shje]d of r:lorida and Health Options are independent licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.
18139-1099
\/etworks are made up of independent contracting health care providers.
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IT'S THE EVE OF THE NEW MILLENNIUM. AND EACH DAY IS FILLED WITH NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR
success. Along with our success - to wit, the tremendous growth in our
employee population, the new and expanding campus for our corporate head
quarters. new technology - comes the challenge of changing market forces.
All of these dynamics - and more than these - create a world of change,
making it necessary to respond quickly. That response must be strategic and
proactive if we're to progress. At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida,
change goes light years beyond change for change·s sake. From employee
benefits to the way we serve our customers. our response is proactive and
our progress is developed from strategy based on solid research. In this
issue, you'll find examples of our journey from research to development:
• The Corporate Service Strategy Committee conducted first-hand
research among customer groups - ours and competitors' - and reviewed
existing research among the service industry as a whole. What developed is
a strategy to strengthen our market leadership by putting the customer first
in everything each one of us does.
• Human Resources and Public Affairs spend a great deal of time seeking
input from employees, whether in the form of focus groups, surveys or
informal discussions. In this issue, you'll find an article examining how we
use research to enhance our work environment.
• Our new headquarters is another example of development based on
research. In this issue's question-and-answer feature, Steve Davis discusses
our corporate campus and its current growth.
• You'll also learn about our Advanced Renal Options pilot program and
its effect on the life of one of our customers. What makes this program
unique is its use of skilled nephrologists as primary care physicians.
• Also in this issue, we did a little research of our own and asked three
employees how their jobs affect the customer. Their insight can help all of
us view taking care of the customer as our business.
You're invited to share your thoughts and suggestions with us. Our Blue
Views voice mail number is (904) 905-3047. You can also email us your com
ments via "Blue Views," fax them to (904) 905-6638, or send them through
interoffice mail to Corporate Communications, DCC 3-4. ;;
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No more exhausting,
4.5-hour dialysis treatments
three times a week. Robert's
restricted diet is over: You
name it, and he can eat it.
And the three-sport standout
from Pompano Beach's Ely
High School, Class of 1956,
can return to his alma mater
as often as he wants to cheer
on his Tigers sports teams.

At Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida, change
goes light years beyond
change for change �s sake.
From employee benefits
to the way we serve our
customers, our response is
PROACTIVE and our
progress is developed
from strategy based on
solid research.
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Wherever.
Whenever.
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AN ATTITUDE
OF SERVICE
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INTERVIEW:
STEVE DAVIS

Taking care ot
the cu6tomer i6
everyone'6 bu6ineM.

,uiATIENTS FINALLY CAME FOR VIETNAM

veteran Robert Mosely. The Jacksonville Transplant Center at the Methodist
Medical Center was placing his name on the kidney transplant list.
It was turning out to be quite a year for the 61-year-old retired Army
sergeant and former state corrections officer. Despite his physical trials one cancerous kidney was removed in 1984 and he had been on dialysis for
two years now - he had remarried in May. More good news came the fol
lowing month: He was among the first end-stage renal disease patients to
join Advanced Renal Options, one of only three innovative HMOs in the
country designed to enhance the quality of life of kidney patients.
More than 500 South Florida residents have joined the special program
operated by Health Options, BCBSF's HMO subsidiary. What makes this pro
gram unique is that skilled nephrologists serve as the member's primary
care physicians.
"This is a major benefit," says Robert Geronemus, M.D., the program's
consultant medical director and Robert's physician. "Kidney disease
impacts the entire body, so a nephrologist really needs to be involved in all
aspects of the patient's care."
Each member is assigned a nurse who serves as an advocate and care
coordinator. Under this three-year pilot program approved by the Health
Care Financing Administration (HCFA), Advanced Renal Options also pro
vides essential nutritional supplements delivered to members' homes.
Soon, it will emphasize physical rehabilitation, giving members the option
of using stationary bikes during dialysis.
Members are considered for transplants as well. Luckily, Robert did not
have to wait long for his. At midday on Jan. 6, while he was undergoing
dialysis in Fort Lauderdale, the transplant center again called: A possible
match had been located.
"Everybody in the dialysis center was excited," he recalls.
Robert was quickly disconnected from the dialysis machine and on the
next available plane to Jacksonville. Before noon the next day, he had a
new kidney. Now, reports Dr. Geronemus, "It's functioning as well as most
people's kidneys."
For Robert, that means no more exhausting, 4.5-hour dialysis treat
ments three times a week. His restricted diet is over: You name it, and he
can eat it. And the three-sport standout from Pompano Beach's Ely High
School, Class of 1956, can return to his alma mater as often as he wants to
cheer on his Tigers sports teams.
'Tm doing fine," he reports, "and I'm looking forward to living a normal
life with my wife, Carolyn." I
Reprinted &rom the BCBSF 1998 Annual Report
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The 6trategy ot bringing
employee6 together on our
campu6 headquarten i6 making
Lt ea6ier tor U6 to work together.

�

RESEARCH:
IT�S ABOUT US
The data the company collect6
tram U6 through wrvey6, tocu6
group6 and other teedback help6
6hape our work environment.

BRIGHT IDEAS

BACK TO NORMAL
Our Advanced Renal Option6 pilot
program ended the routine ot dialy6i6
three day6 a week and diet
re6triction6, and it brought new
Ute to our cu6tamer.

Our Corporate Service Strategy will require
all ot U6 to pertorm our job6 with a tocu6
on the cu6tomer, 60 we a6ked employee6
tram ditterent' clivi6iOn6:
How doe6 your job attect the cuMomer?
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UND ERSTANDING
Knowing and

FOR THE LAST DECADE, MARKETING GURUS HAVE HELD THAT SUCCESSFUL COMPANIES IN
the 21st century will be the ones that put the customer first. On the other
hand, a "one size fits all" approach will lead the companies using it to the
same fate of the dinosaur: extinction. In his book, Chansins the Game,
Larry Wilson says that the shift to a customer focus is profound.
As he puts it: "Once you become outwardly focused, service oriented, you
see more options, more opportunities and different relationships than are
possible if you are focused only on yourself."
Those options and opportunities will soon become reality for
employees throushout Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida as
our new Corporate Service Strategy rolls out in the year 2000.
That strategy makes the customer everybody's business.
The Corporate Service Strategy helps bridge our corporate
strategic direction with our Delivery System arid Marketing
strategies. "Our corporate strategic direction is rich in language
that supports the customer," according to Joe Grantham, senior
vice president of Strategy Development. The strategic vision
positions BCBSF to provide "affordable health care choices" with
the driving force behind the vision being products and services
that support our customers. "In order to carry out that vision,
says Grantham, we see three primary areas of excellence for our
company - Product Quality, Customer Satisfaction and Product
Development, all of which have service delivery implications."
According to Barbara Hunter, senior director of Program
Management and Development, GBU Operations, "When you
look at the strategies developed to help direct the company
and our required areas of excellence, the common threads
are the customer and service delivery," she says, "But we
did not have a clearly understood and accepted Corporate
Service Strategy. We needed to work through what the
strategy should be from a corporate perspective in order
to provide a common platform for thinking about service
and our customers."
Knowing and understanding the customer has enlight
ened our full understanding of who is influencing the mar
ket, and heightened awareness of where our service to
the customer needs to be. As customer service goes,
the health care industry is not known to be the
standard bearer.
"This project is not only to get us to be best in
class within our industry," Hunter says, "but to get
us on par with the service industry as a whole. It's not just the
insurance industry we're being compared against. It's banking and credit
cards and all corporations in the service industry that provide a foundation
for the type of service the consumer is used to experiencing."
In other words, consumers - our customers - are more knowledgeable
from a service perspective. They call their bank or credit-card service group

the customer has enlightened our
understanding of who is influencing
the market, and heightened awareness
of where our service to the
customer needs to be.
4
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BILL CARSTARPHEN

DIRECTOR, SENIOR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT,
JACKSONVILLE

In Senior Product Management, it is very
easy to connect our work to our customers. We
are involved in facilitating the annual review
and decision-making regarding Medicare u More
benefits. Well-designed benefits help us gain
more customers; if benefits are not well
designed, we lose customers. That's a pretty direct connect!
One of our roles is to review sales and advertising materials, as well
as to develop and review educational materials, like the member hand
book. These materials must be accurate, in compliance with federal regu
lations and easy for the customer to read and understand. (The last two
goals don't always coincide.) If materials are not clear, the customer is
confused and Customer Service is inundated with phone calls.
We also monitor customer satisfaction levels and determine if inter
vention is needed to improve the satisfaction level in areas that are lack
ing. Customer satisfaction has a direct correlation to member retention.
In addition, we play a support role in new product development initia
tives, drawing on our collective knowledge and experience with our over65 customers to provide insight into product design.
Finally, we work with Public Affairs to craft effective communications
to educate customers, legislators, the general public and the media about
our business and industry.

organization. In this capacity, whatever I can do to help impr
management and business processes influences the sales fore
ty to sell the customer promise.

LISA YORK

CONSTITUENT RELATIONS MANAGE
RELATIONS, JACKSONVILLE

I educate members about issues
them against proposed legislation t
tively impact their health care cove
State and federal lawmakers fre
er numerous proposals that threate
the cost and decrease the quality o
coverage. I help BCBSF members take an active role in protec
age they presently receive by explaining the legislation and r
influence the outcome of health care debates.
To ensure BCBSF is meeting members' needs and public eJ
am also responsible for tracking the company's image ratings
surveys conducted every year. I use the data collected to wo
departments in the company to develop recommendations 01
better serve our members.
I believe managed care has offered consumers affordable
options, and I'm glad to help protect those options in the ma

PATRICE GUTENTAG

SENIOR PROJECT CONSULTANT, SGBU SALES, MIAMI

While my job only calls for occasional direct interaction with the cus
tomer, I am fortunate to be right behind the "front lines" of the sales
per spec

tives
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began in Scandinavia, where you had to clear a
forest to build anything. Placing a tree on top was
their way of appeasing the gods of the forest.

QUESTION: I How doe& DCC

compare to other
ottice complexe&?

Davis: The awards we've received answer
that question well. We received the Design Award
for Private Sector/Large Scale Projects from the
Northeast Chapter of the Florida Planning and
Zoning Association, the Excellence in
Construction Award from the Associated Builders
and Contractors and a Building Team Project of
the Year Award from Building De&ign and
Con6truction magazine.

QUESTION:

more opportunities to
ther in our new campus
�nt. For example, you might
ne in the cafeteria and share
, work an issue or even solve
L. This helps increase
ity and speeds our

:iakiitg.

How doe& your
current po&ition in
Project Development
compare to other
po&ition& you've held
at BCBSF?

Davis: Well I have been with the company for
25 years and I've worked in variety of areas including Medicare Operations, Systems Planning
and Systems Implementation. My current assign
ment gave me an entirely new opportunity to
learn about design and construction. What I like
most about this job is that you get to see decisions
and progress take form right before your eyes. The
results are tangible, and that is very gratifying. ;;

''Consumers are starting to
redefine what customer service is.
They look at what's available m
other service industry
companies and that sets their
expectations in terms of service."

and the service represen
tative is not only able to tell
them virtually every interaction
they've had with the company, but
is also empowered to resolve
issues within certain guidelines.
"Consumers are starting to
redefine what customer service
is," Hunter says. 'They look at what's
available in other service industry
companies and that sets their
expectations in terms of service."
Through the work of a proactive steering committee, strategy development
was concluded during the first quarter 1999.
The Corporate Service Strategy Steering Committee brought together peo
ple from throughout the corporation - the GBUs, Finance, Public Affairs,
Marketing, Operations, and Health Care Services, says Deborah Baker, direc
tor of Strategy and Policy for GBU Operations. This corporate-wide participa

SERVICE VISION:

"We will do everything poMible to
enoure our cuotomero' experience
with BCBSF, our networko and
producto, io pooitive, enoureo
underotanding and uootero
peace ou mind."

tion strengthened the process and the results.
Several key elements of the strategy are its service vision for BCBSF and a
definition of "who is the customer." The Service Vision is: "We will do every
thing possible to ensure our customers' experience with BCBSF, our networks
and products, is positive, ensures understanding and fosters peace of mind."
The customer is defined as a member, subscriber, dependents and deci
sion-makers - anyone who uses our services or purchases them, Hunter
says. Our key stakeholders are providers, agents and brokers, regulatory
agencies, suppliers and vendors, and colleagues.
With the work on vision and definition complete, the committee took the
next step in the strategy: develop a working definition of the customer
promise. This term "customer promise" was first introduced in the
Marketing Strategy and was seen by the steering committee as a
critical point of alignment between both strategies.
"The original working definition of the customer promise cen
tered around providing 'peace of mind,"' says Hunter. "So the
steering committee set out to hear from customers as to what
peace of mind meant to them." To get that input, the committee
conducted a series of 14 focus groups throughout the state with
both BCBSF and competitors' members and business decision
makers. Many common themes emerged from these focus groups,
helping to identify what "peace of mind" means to the customer. In
the focus groups, Baker says, customers expressed that what they
value goes far beyond coverage and interaction with employees.
"The customers told us, 'We want to know you care, that some
one is looking out for me.' Customers want to be treated like a person,
an individual, not just a number. They want us to help remove barriers
and provide solutions to their needs," Baker explains. "We realize that we
must personalize our business in an age of technology."
CONTI NU[D ON N[XT PAGC
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When wel consider the whole health care
experien�e as a continuum, we add external
dimensi ns to how we service our customers.
lt me s how long it takes customers to get
an a ointment, how long they wait in the
doctir's office, and how they're treated
by t e physician's staff once they're
ough the doors.

�
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Personalization comes to life when we realize that customer St'ivice
does not just belong to one area, such as Operations.
"Everyone in the organization - from Shipping and Receiving to
Security to employees in areas such as Finance and 1/T - ultimately touch
es the customer," Baker says. "To facilitate this understanding, we need to
ral ly our resources around a customer focus."
That rally involves a cultural shift for all of us at BCBSF to view service
as a continuum along our customer's experience. That creates a vision of
all of us helping our customers navigate through that experience to foster
peace of mind, says Senior Vice President Larry Payne.
"When we say we want to help the customer successfully navigate
through the BCBSF health care experience, we mean not only how we
process claims, but we want to help the customer navigate through the
total service experience," he says. "That experience involves what happens
in the physician's office, in hospitals and what we do here."
When we consider the whole health care experience as a continuum,
we add external dimensions to how we service our customers. It means
how long it takes customers to get an appointment, how long they wait in
the doctor's office, and how they're treated by the physician's staff once
they're through the doors.
"That's especially important with man
aged care because if the office staff
treats them in a manner they per
ceive as below par, it reflects on us,"
Payne says. "We used to think cus
tomer service was only how we
answer the phones. But customer

"We used to think custome service was only
how we answer the pho es. But customer
service is not a dep
ent; it's an
attitude. The customer view service as an
EXPERI ENCE, not just a s·
6
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That doesn't necessarily mean w,
buildings. We will have to see wt

We wanted to create
a place where employees
enjoyed working. So we
did some benchmarking looking at other corporate
campuses - and found
that fitness centers and
cafeterias are the most
desirable amenities.

- maybe we will require some ac
ings with different configuratiom
instead of the standard six-story
have. It wil l just depend on our r

QUESTION: I Why did we decide

Davis: We wanted to make 01
than just an office building. We v
a place where employees enjoye,
did some benchmarking - lookin
rate campuses - and found that
and cafeterias are the most desir
We also have a 50-person confer
library, a teleconferencing cente
health clinic with a part-time nuI

QUESTION: I How did the

Davis: The chief designer wa1
ings to be functional but also wa
some architectural interest. The
the buildings helps to accomplisl
of the buildings - which includei

to include a bitneM
center and a
cateteria at the
campu6?

buiLding6 get their
unique de6ign?

and bathrooms - is offset to one
more space so we could get the 1
ber of people on each floor. We ,
about 2,000 employees here, an<
2,000 more in Phase II.

QUESTION: I What are 6ome ob

the benebit6 we 've
realized trom
moving to a campu6
environment?

Davis: It's brought so many c
one spot. There are more opport
together in our new campus env
much easier to get together now
ly have fewer people on the higr
and forth for meetings. You run 1
other departments more in this t
ment. For example, you might se
cafeteria and share a thought, w
even solve a problem. This helps
ductivity and speeds our decisio:

Q U EST ION: I Did anything out ob

the ordinary
happen during the
con6truction ob DCC?

Davis: There was one thing tt
unusual. When the buildings reac
mum heights, each one was "topi:
ing a tree onto the roof. Apparen
tion in the construction industry,
our executives scratching their hi
CONT/NU
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service is not a department; it's an attitude. The customer views service as
an experience, not just a singular event. "
It's important to acknow.l edge that the experience begins before the
customer is really even ours.
"The customer experience begins with the purchase decision and con
tinues throughout the relationship," says Hunter. "The Corporate Service
Strategy will help the organization a lign itse l f around customer relation
University of Florida. He ended up meeting with the

ship management and provides a foundation to i mprove satisfaction and

dean of the College of Architecture and it devel

customer loyalty. "

oped into a wonderful partnership.
U F helped us look at a l l of our options, from
leasing more space to expanding the Riverside

This new approach to thinking about the entire service experience
embraces everyone in the organization.
"When you condense the vision contained in this strategy, " Payne says,

l ocation. We even studied whether it made sense

"it means that we' l l be the voice of the customer. That's a major responsi

to remain i n J acksonville. I t turned out to be UF's

bility. When I say, ' I 'm your voice, ' I have to identify with you, understand

largest commercial partnership with a private

you and help you. "

company, and it was far less expensive than
working with an established facilities consultant.

That understanding, he says, must permeate the whole organization.
An outgrowth of that understanding is the Customer Engagement Program,
in which senior executives will interact with our customers. The plan is to

idlilrHbi=

I

Why not juM expand
our exioting location
on Riveroide Avenue
or leaoe more apace?

Davis: Riverside is a good location - it is cen
trally l ocated, but it's a smal l "footprint. " The

involve all officers i n the program next year.
"We understand the need to be strategically focused and yet sti l l be in

floors are just 1 3 , 000 square feet, compared to

touch with the customer and understand what it takes to serve the cus

30, 000 square feet per floor for each building at

tomer, " Payne says. "We want to do that in a participative and open way

DCC. From a design perspective, we wanted to be

relative to our customers and to our employees. The Customer

as big as we could to get as much of the business

Engagement Program will take our senior executives to the front-line so

in one location and to anticipate further growth.

they can understand who our customer is, what our customer needs and

I t's a good thing we did it that way because by

what our customer wants. "

the time we finished Phase I (Buildings 100- 300),

So what is next?

we already needed more space.

The Customer Service Strategy Steering Committee is aligning its work

Leasing additional space wasn't a viable
option because we couldn't get the contiguous

with the Brand Management Strategy team.
Dave Pizzo, vice president of Advertising and Market Communications, says

space we needed and because of the expense.

a strong correlation exists between how we provide service to our customers

We wanted to protect ourselves from the escalat

and our brand image. The alignment of the two initiatives is a natural fit.

ing costs o f leasing.

"The company was developing a brand strategy - which we plan to
begin sharing with employees soon - and a brand promise while it was

What are the piano
tor the buildingo
currently under
cono truction?

Davis: We are making excellent progress on
Phase II - both buildings are ahead of schedule.
Building 400 will be completed in J anuary 2000
and Building 600 will finish u p in February.
Employee move-in wi l l begin in February and

also developing a customer promise , " Pizzo says. "We realized it's really
one promise and i t 's a l l about service. "
Libby Kelly, senior consultant for Advertising and Market
Communications, says, 'The committee determined the compaC O N TJ NU £D ON N £XT PA G £

continue for several months. I n formation
Technology employees currently in the Riverside
l ocation will occupy most of 600, with GBU oper
ations fil l ing up the rest of 600 and all of 400.
Once we complete these relocations, we will
occupy just four leased properties in Jacksonville Freedom Commerce Center, Nassau Building,
Carlton Building and Corporate Plaza - compared to
the 10 buildings we currently lease for office space.

How m uch more can
we expand on thio
property?

Davis: We are zoned for 1 . 8 mil lion square
feet of space and we will have close to one mil
lion square feet when Phase II is completed.
There are no current plans for a Phase I l l , but the
master plan allows for a total o f nine buildings.

"When you condense the vision
contained in this strategy, it means
that we'll he the VOICE of the
customer. When I say, 'I'm your
voice,' I have to identify with you,
understand you and help you."

Align corporate Mrategieo to enou re that
the corporate promioe io underotood
and oupported
Continue building a cultu re that reinborceo
a cuotomer-bocuoed orientation
Improve oervice delivery through a deep
underotanding ob ou r cuotomero ' needo,
valueo and expectationo
Take accountability tor the entire oervice
experience by aligni. ng the actiono ob internal
and external otakeholdero
Build the competencieo, proceooeo and
technical capabilitieo required to oupport
the Corporate Service Strategy
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For more inuormation, plea6e contact any
member ou the CSS Steerins Committee:
Deborah Baker
Operations Strategy
Paul Barnes
HCS Strategy
Dale Beaman
Marketing Strategy
Debbie Bohler
Finance Strategy
Richard Cassidy
Medical, SGBU
Brian come
Market Development, NGBU
Eileen Harrell
Corporate Communications
Jean Hull
Operations
Barbara Hunter
Project Director
Jay Kapur
Marketing
Libby Kelly
Advertising and Market Communications
Bob Lufrano
Corporate Sponsor
Larry Payne
Corporate Issue Leader
David Pizzo
Advertising and Market Communications
John Oetjen
Operations
Bob Sebok
Marketing and Sales
Bill Simek
1/T Planning
Joel Smith
Business Transformation/Virtual Office
Larry Tremonti
HCS, Medical
Debbie Williams
Human Resources
Karen Zelenkov
HR Strategy, Policy and Planning

"We have a golden oppo
to focus on activities whic
result in higher
satisfaction
loyal
8
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ny would have one promise - the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida promise.
The tactics that have been and will be developed out of the Corporate Service
Strategy are integral to the successful delivery of our company promise."
The company promise positions the customer as the focal point of deci
sion-making. A communications plan is being developed to introduce the
promise to the organization.
Also in the works is the development of new quality programs and cus
tomer-driven measurements.
"With the change from the old measurement system to the new Member
Touchpoint Measurements," says Payne, "we have a golden opportunity to
focus on activities which will result in higher member satisfaction and more
loyal customers."
Other planned activities to support the Corporate Service Strategy will
include customer relationship management, staffing and retention programs,
process mapping, and defining behavioral outcomes and practical solutions.
These activities will promote and assist in the fulfillment of our corporate
strategies and the Corporate Service Strategy Vision. ;;
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LeM than three
year6 old, BCBSF'6
expan6ive Deerwood
Campu6 Complex
(DCC) ha6 already leut
a po6iti ve impri.nt on
our b u6ineM. What'6
next uor DCC?
Perspectives 6poke
with Steve Davi6,
vice pre6ident ou
Corporate Project
Development. to
uind out.

QUESTION:

Why did the com pany
decide to inve6t in a
corporate cam pu.o ?

Davis: Back in 1992, we found
scattered throughout Jacksonville
ferent leased buildings. We had al
employees in 17 different location
ture was moving toward working 1
cross-functional teams. we were s
many different locations. We four
ees were spending a lot of time or
to meetings. So we decided to de,
Facilities Plan to come up with a s
ter matched our culture and our t

QUESTION:

What kind ou proceM
did you uollow to
arrive at the obMce
park 60Lution ?

Davis: We really took an unusu
Cooper, our director of Strategic Fa
was responsible for developing a le
Instead of working with a consultar
do some research himself, which le
CONT/NL
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!ploye6 who:

RMfD : (1 998 6urvey 6howed that 70 % uelt well inuom1ed)

82%

�lJH C OMMU�CAJlON. FROM THE C O MPA_N.Y:

ac

T O E l'lHANC THE W ORK E N\JlR O NME NT

75%

N.J A_S THEIR MAlN. lN.f ORMAJlO N. S O URCE:

38%

:MEN.I A_S MMN. lN.fORMAJlO N. S O URCE:

52%

WN. lN.fORMAJlO N. S O URCE:
LS MMN. lN.fORMAJlO N. S O URCE:

25%

MAlN. lN.fORMAJlO N. S O URCE:
AS MA1N. 1N.FORMAJ10 N. S O URCE:
1ST Of QUlCK C O N.N.fCJlO N.S:
LN.fCJlO N.S lN.f ORMAJlYE:
1ST Of PfRSPfCJlVfS:

88<}0
ou employeeo
believe their job
io worthwhile and
contributeo to
BCBSF'o o ucceoo.

/fS HElPS THEM UN.DERSJAN.D C ORPORAJE DlRECJlO N.:
:A.SJ O N.Cf A_ DAY:
A_C CESS AI HOME:

� ou adult6 who have Internet acceM at home: 5 0 %)*
County who have Internet acceM at home: 3 9. 7%)**

fOB lS WORJHWHllf A_N.D C O N.TRIB UTES JO B CBSf'S SUC CESS:
lEN.D B CB SF A_S ON.£ Of THE BfSJ PlA.CES JO WORK lN. THE C OMMlJ�JY:
WlJH B CB Sf F OR A_ YUR OR MOR£:

'Generally reported national average.

The good new6 urom
our 6ummer 6urvey i6
that con6iderably more
employee6 than ever
beuore - 82% - teel
well intormed. And
84 % report they
under6tand how their
work contribute6 to the
company'6 6ucceM.

ITS A CHALLENGE THAT A L L OF CORPORATE AMERICA FACES: WITH LOW
unemployment and aggressive market competition, how do companies
retain their top employees and recruit the most talented?
One of BCBSF's key retention and recruitment strategies is polling
employees' attitudes and opinions about job satisfaction and knowledge of
the company and using that feedback to improve employee satisfaction and
the work environment.
Last year, Human Resources and Corporate Communications embarked on a
joint effort to survey employees on communications and job satisfaction. The
results identify programs that work well and opportunities for improvement.
The summer survey, a print questionnaire mailed to employees' homes
and returned to a private research company to guarantee anonymity and
validity of the data, presented the team with significant insight, says Karen
Zelenkov, director of Human Resources Strategy, Policy and Planning. The
survey was mailed to 2,400 randomly selected employees; 820 or 34%
responded, a solid rate of return for a mail survey.
'The most significant finding was the strong connection between job
satisfaction and communication," Zelenkov says. "The research clearly
shows how important the manager's role is in communicating to employees
as part of managing change, whether it's change in compensation, benefits,
the workplace or our business environment. That dialogue between man
agers and employees is critical to having a highly motivated workforce."
Eileen Harrell, a senior corporate communications consultant who
works closely with Human Resources, says that our research reinforces
what companies across the country are also learning - there is a direct
correlation between effective communication and job satisfaction.
Employees who feel "very informed" about what goes on at BCBSF are much
more likely to strongly agree on job satisfaction statements than those who
describe themselves as "somewhat informed."
"The good news from our summer survey is that considerably more
employees than ever before - 82% - feel well informed. And 84% report
they understand how their work contributes to the company's success,"
says Harrell.
Patrick McCabe, vice president of Public Relations and Corporate
Communications, is quick to point out that regular dialogue between man
agers and employees is vital.
"It's clear that employees prefer to communicate directly with manage
ment about news that affects the company and their personal contribu
tion," he says. "Thirty-eight percent say management is their main source,
C O N TI N U £ D O N N [XT PA G [
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A concern revealed throu bffh t he survey
·w as confusi on about pro111otional
opportunitif's . A lthough t he co1npany
pro1 notes fron1 ·wit hin. e1nployees often
don't understand the process - or the
con1petition for positions .
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• Surveys: telephone,
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printed, electronic
• Focus groups
•
•
•
•

Informal feedback
Comment cards
Comment lines
Exit interviews

• Design Group input

Based on
extensive
research on
benefits - Lso1ne say it's the 111ost researcl
in the co1npany - the con1p,
"Till roll out significant enhar
to the benefit
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Mo6t ou the ueedback
regarding manager6
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manager treat6
them in a uair and
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equal manner.
but 52% prefer management as their primary source of communication. The
next closest preference is email, at 25%. "
Adds Harrell: "It's important t o note that the dialogue doesn't always have
to entail the two-way communication (TWC) process. What we're talking
about can be as casual as a discussion at a staff meeting. "
Most of the feedback regarding managers was positive - 75% say their
manager treats them in a fair and equal manner; 69% say their manager
responds in a timely manner to feedback. However. responses from verbatim
remarks reveal a desire for more face-to-face communication.
Zelenkov says the changes we're experiencing make effective communica
tion vital: "We're going through a lot of change. The levers of change include
programs of reward and recognition, but communications is also a key lever
of change. " A cross-divisional work group is reviewing the survey results to
identify what improvements are needed.
"Human Resources and Corporate Communications have worked together
on a number of initiatives in response to either survey data or focus group
feedback," says Zelenkov. "We continue to use feedback as a means of under
standing the specific n�eds of our employees. " For example, extensive work
has been done in the area of employee benefits, based on employee feed
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6 9 % My thei r

manager re6pond6
in a ti mely manner
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back. and new enhancements to our benefits program will be implemented
during the next 18 months.
Steve Beard, project consultant in Human Resources, finds the research
critical to effective planning.

Ba6ed on exten6i ve re6earch on beneuit6 - 6ome 6ay it'6 the m o6t
re6earched iMue in the company - the com pany 6oon will roll out
6ignibicant enhancement6 to the beneuit p rogram. (Look tor more
inuormation du ring the coming month6!) La6t 6pring, the company
replaced tuition rei mbur6ement with the E:ducation Inve6tment Program
to en6 u re an employee'6 continuing education will truly enhance hi6 or
her career advancement opportunitie6. Thi6 p rogram i6 Linked to a per6onal development plan, which employee6 6hould create with the help ob
thei r manager6.
The6e change6 and other6 6upport the company '6 6trong empha6i6 on
providing a po6itive and proueMional work envi.ronment, Steve Beard, pro
ject con6ultant uor Human Re6ou rce6, My6. Do employee6 acknowledge
that?
"Well. a h igh percentage ob employee6 6ay they would recommend
BCBSF a6 a place to work to their triend6, " he wy6. "In addition, they ueel
,
their manager6 6U pport their career ad vancement. .

C O.MMUN.lCAJ 10 N.S

"It helps us in the review of our current policies and pro,
eye toward making sure we are supporting employees in thE
A concern revealed through the survey, for example, wa�
about promotional opportunities. Although the company pre
within, employees often don't understand the process - or t
for positions.
"Some respondents told us they don't have good opportu
advancement within our company," Beard says. "Opportuniti
but the competition is fierce. At any given time. there are m
fied internal applicants who are applying for promotional pc
makes it important for employees to upgrade their skills anc
ing lateral moves to gain new experience. "
Consequently, the work group is examining ways to help
understand the advancement opportunities and ways to upg
as well.

"We're asking employees to understand they have a resp,
work with their managers to create a development plan for 1
position for which they're most qualified, " he says.

La6t uall, Corporate Communication6 rolled out new programming
There are more opportunities than the traditional upwan
ba6ed on 6u rvey data. The department introduced the bi-weekly Quick
For example, employees are transferring in and out of divisi,
Connections, the electronic Blue View6 com munication6 page6 on the
the business and new projects evolve, departments and divi:
Intranet, and the quarterly publication Perspectives.
tinuously looking for individuals with different skills to fill n
"ln our 6u rvey la6t 6 u m mer, " Public Relation6 and Corporate
"Because our industry is so dynamic, it is likely that empt
Com m unication6 Vice Pre6ident Patrick McCabe MY6, "em ployee6 Mid
will change constantly," Zelenkov says. "Improving and deve
they wanted to 6ee ou r media releatie6 on Blue View6. We were able to
skills is one way to keep pace with change. " ;;
m ake- that happen 60 that now em ployee6 have more immediate acceM
to com m unication6. "
In the uutu re, empl oyee6 can look uor:
• An awareneM campaign on the exi6ting communication6 channel6
and proceMe6 uor comm unication.
• A urie6 ou uocu6 group6 to gain a better undertitanding ou em pl.oyee6 '
attitude6 about current comm unication6 program ming.
• A new ueature added to Blue View6, the Corporate Intranet, to pro
vide employee6 with an electronic channel to di6CUM their concem6 about
company iMue6 with other em ployee6.
pe r spec t i ve
• "ProgreM Update Meeting6, " in which inuormation on the company '6
initiati ve6 and progreM will be 6hared with large group6 ou employee6.
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but 52% prefer management as their primary source of communication. The
next closest preference is email, at 25%. "
Adds Harrell: " It's important to note that the dialogue doesn't always have
to entail the two-way communication (TWC) process. What we're talking
about can be as casual as a discussion at a staff meeting."
Most of the feedback regarding managers was positive - 75% say their
manager treats them in a fair and equal manner; 69% say their manager
responds in a timely manner to feedback. However, responses from verbatim
remarks reveal a desire for more face-to-face communication.
Zelenkov says the changes we're experiencing make effective communica
tion vital: 'We 're going through a lot of change. The levers of change include
programs of reward and recognition, but communications is also a key lever
of change." A cross-divisional work group is reviewing the survey results to
identify what improvements are needed.
"Human Resources and Corporate Communications have worked together
on a number of initiatives in response to either survey data or focus group
feedback," says Zelenkov. "We continue to use feedback as a means of under
standing the specific needs of our employees." For example, extensive work
has been done in the area of employee benefits, based on employee feed
back, and new enhancements to our benefits program will be implemented
during the next 18 months.
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Steve Beard, proj ect consultant in Human Resources, finds the research
critical to effective planning.

Baoed on extenoive ree,earch on benebito - e,ome oay i t 'o the moot
reoearched iooue in the company - the company e,oon will roll out
oignibi.cant enhancemento to the benebit program. (Look bor more
inbormation during the coming montho/) La6t e,pring, the com pany
replaced tuition rei mburoement with the £ducation Inveotment Program
to ene,u re an employee'o conti.nuing education will truly enhance hio or
her career ad vancement opportunitieo. Thie, program io linked to a per
oonal development plan. which employeeo ohould create with the help ob
thei r managero.
Theoe changeo and othero ou pport the company 'o e,trong emphaoio on
providing a pooitive and probeooional work environment, Steve Beard, pro
ject conoultant bor Human Reoourceo, e,ayo. Do employeeo acknowledge
that?
"Well, a h igh percentage ob em ployeee, oay they would recommend
,
BCBSF ao a place to work to their briendo, . he oayo. "In addition, they beet
their managero ou pport their career advancement. "

C OMMlJNlCAJlO N.S

Laot ball, Corporate Com municationo rolled out new programm ing
baaed on ou rvey data. The department introduced the bi-weekly Quick
Connections, the electronic Blue Viewo com m unicationo pageo on the
Intranet. and the quarterly publication Perspectives.
"In our o u rvey laot o u m mer, " Public Relationo and Corporate
Com m unicationo Vice Preoident Patrick McCabe oayo, "employeeo oaid
they wanted to e,ee ou r media releaoeo on Blue Viewo. We were able to
make - that happen oo that now employeeo have more im mediate acceoo
to com m unicationo. "
In the butu re, employeeo can look tor:
• An awareneM campaign on the exit.ting comm unicationo channelo
and proceooeo tor com m unication.
• A oeri eo ob bocuo groupo to gain a better underotanding ob employeeo '
attitudeo abou t cu rrent comm unicationo programming.
• A new ueature added to Blue Viewo, the Corporate Intranet, to pro
vide employeeo with an electronic channel to diocuM thei r concemo about
company iooueo with other em ployeeo.
• "ProgreM Update Meetingo, " in which inbormation on the company ·o
initiativeo and progreM will be ohared with large groupo ob employeeo.

" It helps us in the review of our current policies and procedures with an
eye toward making sure we are supporting employees in their work."
A concern revealed through the survey, for example, was confusion
about promotional opportunities. Although the company promotes from
within, employees often don't understand the process - or the competition
for positions.
"Some respondents told us they don't have good opportunities for
advancement within our company," Beard says. "Opportunities are there,
but the competition is fierce. At any given time, there are numerous quali
fied internal applicants who are applying for promotional positions. That
makes it important for employees to upgrade their skills and consider mak
ing lateral moves to gain new experience."
Consequently, the work group is examining ways to help employees
understand the advancement opportunities and ways to upgrade their skills
as well.
"We're asking employees to understand they have a responsibility to
work with their managers to create a development plan for moving into the
position for which they're most qualified, " he says.
There are more opportunities than the traditional upward advancement.
For example, employees are transferring in and out of divisions. And, as
the business and new projects evolve, departments and divisions are con
tinuously looking for individuals with different skills to fill new positions.
"Because our industry is so dynamic, it is likely that employees' work
will change constantly," Zelenkov says. " Improving and developing new
skills is one way to keep pace with change. " ;;
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PREFER fMA.11 A.S MA.lN. lNFORMAJlO N. S O lfRCf:
CH£ MEMOS A.S MA.lN. lNF ORMAJlO N. S O URCE:

88%
ou employeetJ
believe their job
i6 worthwhile and
contributetJ to
BCBSF'6 tJucceM.

SA.Y P£RSP£CJ1Y£S H.ElPS J.H.EM lfN.DfRSJA.N.D C ORPORAJf DlRECJlO N.:

46%
lfSf fMA.11 AJ lfASJ O N.Cf A. DAY:
HAY£ 1N.J£RN.£J A.C CESS AJ ROM£:
(National average ob adult6 who have Internet acceM at home: 5 0 %)*
(Adult6 in Duval County who have Internet acceM at home: 39. 7%)**
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lN.JfND JO STAY WHH B CBSf FOR A. YfA.R OR MOR£ :

80%
"Generally reported national average .

The sood new6 brom
our 6ummer 6urvey i6
that con6iderably more
employee6 than ever
bebore - 82% - tee/
well inbormed. And
84 % report they
underMand how their
work contribute6 lo the
company'6 6Ucce66.

ITS A CHALLENGE THAT ALL OF CORPORATE AMERICA FACE
unemployment and aggressive market competition, how do
retain their top employees and recruit the most talented?
One of BCBSF's key retention and recruitment strategiei
employees' attitudes and opinions about job satisfaction ar
the company and using that feedback to improve employee
the work environment.
Last year, Human Resources and Corporate Communicatior
joint effort to survey employees on communications and job s
results identify programs that work well and opportunities for
The summer survey, a print questionnaire mailed to em1
and returned to a private research company to guarantee a
validity of the data, presented the team with significant ins
Zelenkov, director of Human Resources Strategy, Policy anc
survey was mailed to 2,400 randomly selected employees; l
responded, a solid rate of return for a mail survey.
'The most significant finding was the strong connection
satisfaction and communication," Zelenkov says. "The resec
shows how important the manager's role is in communicati
as part of managing change, whether it's change in compen
the workplace or our business environment. That dialogue
agers and employees is critical to having a highly motivatec
Eileen Harrell, a senior corporate communications cons
works closely with Human Resources, says that our researc
what companies across the country are also learning - the,
correlation between effective communication and job satis
Employees who feel "very informed" about what goes on at
more likely to strongly agree on job satisfaction statementi
describe themselves as "somewhat informed."
'The good news from our summer survey is that consid
employees than ever before - 82% - feel well informed. An
they understand how their work contributes to the compan
says Harrell.
Patrick McCabe, vice president of Public Relations and (
Communications, is quick to point out that regular dialoguE
agers and employees is vital.
"It's clear that employees prefer to communicate direct!
ment about news that affects the company and their perso1
tion," he says. "Thirty-eight percent say management is the
CONTINUl
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ny would have one promise - the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida promise.
The tactics that have been and wil l be developed out of the Corporate Service
Strategy are integral to the successful delivery of our company promise."
The company promise positions the customer as the focal point of deci
sion-making. A communications plan is being developed to introduce the
promise to the organization.
Also in the works is the development of new quality programs and cus

:y

tomer-driven measurements.
"With the change from the old measurement system to the new Member

Ient, NGBU
mi cations

Touchpoint Measurements," says Payne, "we have a golden opportunity to
focus on activities which wil l result in higher member satisfaction and more
loyal customers."
Other planned activities to support the Corporate Service Strategy will
include customer relationship management, staffing and retention programs,
process mapping, and defining behavioral outcomes and practical solutions.
These activities will promote and assist in the fulfillment of our corporate
strategies and the Corporate Service Strategy Vision. II
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result in higher
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LeM than th ree
year6 old, BCBSF'6
expan6ive Deerwood
Cam pu6 Complex
(DCC) ha6 al ready lett
a po6itive imprint on
our bu6ineM. What '6
next tor DCC?
Perspectives 6poke
with Steve Davi6,
vice pre6ident ot
Corporate Project
Development, to
tind out

Q U ESTI O N :

Why did the company
decide to inve6t in a
corporate campu6 ?

Davis: Back in 1992, we found that we were
scattered throughout Jacksonvil le in several different leased buildings. We had about 6, 000
employees in 17 different locations! While our cul
ture was moving toward working together in
cross-functional teams, we were spread out in
many different locations. We found that employ
ees were spending a lot of time on the road going
to meetings. So we decided to develop a Strategic
Facilities Plan to come up with a solution that bet
ter matched our culture and our business needs.

Q U ESTI O N :

What kind ot proceM
did you tallow to
arrive at the ottice
park 6olution ?

Davis: We really took an unusual approach. Bob
Cooper, our director of Strategic Facilities Planning,
was responsible for developing a long-term strategy.
Instead of working with a consultant, he decided to
do some research himself, which led him to the
C O N TI N U E:D ON N CXT PA G �
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University of Florida. He ended up meeting with the
dean of the College of Architecture and it devel
oped into a wonderful partnership.
UF helped us look at all of our options, from
leasing more space to expanding the Riverside
location. We even studied whether it made sense
to remain in Jacksonville. It turned out to be UF's
largest commercial partnership with a private
company, and it was far less expensive than
working with an established facilities consultant.
Why not ju6t expand
our exi6ting Location
on Rivenide Avenue
or lea6e more 6 p ace?

Davis: Riverside is a good location - it is cen
trally located, but it's a small "footprint." The
floors are just 13,000 square feet, compared to
30,000 square feet per floor for each building at
DCC. From a design perspective, we wanted to be
as big as we could to get as much of the business
in one location and to anticipate further growth.
It's a good thing we did it that way because by
the time we finished Phase I (Buildings 100- 300),
we already needed more space.
Leasing additional space wasn't a viable
option because we couldn't get the contiguous
space we needed and because of the expense.
We wanted to protect ourselves from the escalat
ing costs of leasing.

What are the plan6
tor the building6
currently u nder
con6 truction?

Davis: We are making excellent progress on
Phase II - both buildings are ahead of schedule.
Building 400 will be completed in January 2000
and Building 600 will finish up in February.
Employee move-in will begin in February and
continue for several months. Information
Technology employees currently in the Riverside
location will occupy most of 600, with GBU oper
ations filling up the rest of 600 and all of 400.
Once we complete these relocations, we will
occupy just four leased properties in Jacksonville Freedom Commerce Center, Nassau Building,
Carlton Building and Corporate Plaza - compared to
the 10 buildings we currently lease for office space.

How m uch more can
we expand on thi6
property?

Davis: We are zoned for 1.8 million square
feet of space and we will have close to one mil
lion square feet when Phase II is completed.
There are no current plans for a Phase 1 1 1 . but the
master plan allows for a total of nine buildings.

service is not a department; it's an attitude. The customer views service as
an experience, not just a singular event."
It's important to acknow.ledge that the experience begins before the
customer is really even ours.
'The customer experience begins with the purchase decision and con
tinues throughout the relationship," says Hunter. 'The Corporate Service
Strategy will help the organization align itself around customer relation
ship management and provides a foundation to improve satisfaction and
customer loyalty."
This new approach to thinking about the entire service experience
embraces everyone in the organization.
"When you condense the vision contained in this strategy," Payne says,
"it means that we'll be the voice of the customer. That's a major responsi
bility. When I say, Tm your voice. ' I have to identify with you, understand
you and help you."
That understanding, he says, must permeate the whole organization.
An outgrowth of that understanding is the Customer Engagement Program,
in which senior executives will interact with our customers. The plan is to
involve all officers in the program next year.
"We understand the need to be strategically focused and yet still be in
touch with the customer and understand what it takes to serve the cus
tomer," Payne says. "We want to do that in a participative and open way
relative to our customers and to our employees. The Customer
Engagement Program will take our senior executives to the front-line so
they can understand who our customer is, what our customer needs and
what our customer wants."
So what is next?
The Customer Service Strategy Steering Committee is aligning its work
with the Brand Management Strategy team.
Dave Pizzo, vice president of Advertising and Market Communications, says
a strong correlation exists between how we provide service to our customers
and our brand image. The alignment of the two initiatives is a natural fit.
"The company was developing a brand strategy - which we plan to
begin sharing with employees soon - and a brand promise while it was
also developing a customer promise," Pizzo says. "We realized it's really
one promise and it's all about service."
Libby Kelly, senior consultant for Advertising and Market
Communications, says, 'The committee determined the compaCONTI NU E.:D ON N[XT PAGE:

"When you condense the vision
contained in this strategy, it means
that we'll be the VOICE of the
customer. When I say, 'I'm your
voice,' I have to identify with you,
understand you and help you."

Align corporate 6trategie6 to en6ure that
the corporate promi6e i6 under6tood
and 6upported
Continue building a culture that reintorce6
a cu6tomer-tocu6ed orientation
Improve 6ervice deli very through a deep
under6tanding ou our cu6tomero ' needo,
value6 and expectationo
Take accountability tor the entire oervice
experience by aligning the actiono ot internal
and external 6takeholden
Build the competencieo, proceMeo and
technical capabilitie6 req uired to ou pport
the Corporate Service Strategy

ves

When we consider the whole health care
experien e as a continuum, we add external
dimensi ns to how we service our customers.
It me s how long it takes customers to get
an a ointment, how long they wait in the
doctir's office, and how they're treated
py t e physician's staff once they're
ough the doors.

Personalization comes to life when we realize that customer service
does not just belong to one area, such as Operations.
"Everyone in the organization - from Shipping and Receiving to
Security to employees in areas such as Finance and 1 /T - ultimately touch
es the customer," Baker says. "To facilitate this understanding, we need to

�

rally our resources around a customer focus."
That rally involves a cultural shift for all of us at BCBSF to view service
as a continuum along our customer's experience. That creates a vision of
all of us helping our customers navigate through that experience to foster
peace of mind, says Senior Vice President Larry Payne.
"When we say we want to help the customer successfully navigate
through the BCBSF health care experience, we mean not only how we
process claims, but we want to help the customer navigate through the
total service experience," he says. "That experience involves what happens
in the physician's office, in hospitals and what we do here."
When we consider the whole health care experience as a continuum,
we add external dimensions to how we service our customers. It means
how long it takes customers to get an appointment, how long they wait in
the doctor's office, and how they're treated by the physician's staff once
they're through the doors.
'That's especially important with man
aged care because if the office staff

That doesn't necessarily mean we will have nine
buildings. We will have to see what our needs are
- maybe we will require some additional build
ings with different configurations, say four-story
instead of the standard six-story buildings we

We wanted to create
a place where employees
enjoyed working. So we
did some benchmarking looking at other corporate
campuses - and found
that fitness centers and
cafeterias are the most
desirable amenities.

have. It will j ust depend on our needs.

QUESTION:

Fall 1 999

service was only
es. But customer
ent; it's an
service as an
gular event."

Why did we decide
to include a bitneM
center and a
cateteria at the
campu6?

Davis: We wanted to make our complex more
than j ust an office building. We wanted to create
a place where employees enjoyed working. So we
did some benchmarking - looking at other corpo
rate campuses - and found that fitness centers
and cafeterias are the most desirable amenities.
We also have a 50-person conference room, a
library, a teleconferencing center and an onsite
health clinic with a part-time nurse.

QUESTION: I How did the

building6 get their
unique de6ign?

QUESTION:

treats them in a manner they per
ceive as below par, it reflects on us,"
Payne says. "We used to think cus
tomer service was only how we
answer the phones. But customer

"We used to think custome
how we answer the pho
service is not a dep
attitude. The customer view
EXPERI ENCE, not just a s·

I

QUESTION:

I

What are 6ome ot
the benetit6 we've
realized tram
moving to a campu6
environment?

Did anything out ot
the ordinary
happen during the
con6truction ot DCC?

Davis: The chief designer wanted the build
ings to be functional but also wanted to add
some architectural interest. The curved shape of
the buildings helps to accomplish that. The "core"
of the buildings - which includes the elevator
and bathrooms - is offset to one side to provide
more space so we could get the maximum num
ber of people on each floor. We currently have
about 2,000 employees here, and we'll have
2, 000 more in Phase I I.

Davis: It's brought so many of us together in
one spot. There are more opportunities to work
together in our new campus environment. It's
much easier to get together now, and we certain
ly have fewer people on the highway going back
and forth for meetings. You run into people from
other departments more in this type of environ
ment. For example, you might see someone in the
cafeteria and share a thought, work an issue or
even solve a problem. This helps increase pro
ductivity and speeds our decision making.

Davis: There was one thing that I thought was
unusual. When the buildings reached their maxi
mum heights, each one was "topped off" by hoist
ing a tree onto the roof. Apparently, this is a tradi
tion in the construction industry, but it had a lot of
our executives scratching their heads! The custom
CONTINU£D ON NCXT PA G t
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ew
began in Scandinavia, where you had to clear a
forest to build anything. Placing a tree on top was
their way of appeasing the gods of the forest.

QUESTION:

QUESTION:

There are more opportunities to
work together in our new campus
environment. For example, you might
see someone in the cafeteria and share
a thought, work an issue or even solve
a problem. This helps increase
productivity and speeds our
1

•
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How doet. DCC
compare to other
obbice complexet.?

How doet. your
current pot.ition in
Project Development
compare to other
po6ition6 you've held
at BCBSF?

Davis: The awards we've received answer
that question well. We received the Design Award
for Private Sector/Large Scale Projects from the
Northeast Chapter of the Florida Planning and
Zoning Association, the Excellence in
Construction Award from the Associated Builders
and Contractors and a Building Team Project of
the Year Award from Building Det.ign and
Cont.truction magazine.
Davis: Well I have been with the company for

25 years and I've worked in variety of areas including Medicare Operations, Systems Planning
and Systems Implementation. My current assign
ment gave me an entirely new opportunity to
learn about design and construction. What I like
most about this job is that you get to see decisions
and progress take form right before your eyes. The
results are tangible, and that is very gratifying. ;;

and the service represen
tative is not only able to tell
them virtually every interaction
they've had with the company, but
is also empowered to resolve
issues within certain guidelines.
"Consumers are starting to
redefine what customer service
is," Hunter says. "They look at what's •
available in other service industry
companies and that sets their
expectations in terms of service."
Through the work of a proactive steering committee, strategy development
was concluded during the first quarter 1999.
The Corporate Service Strategy Steering Committee brought together peo
ple from throughout the corporation - the GBUs, Finance, Public Affairs,
Marketing, Operations, and Health Care Services, says Deborah Baker, direc
tor of Strategy and Policy for GBU Operations. This corporate-wide participa
tion strengthened the process and the results.
Several key elements of the strategy are its service vision for BCBSF and a
definition of "who is the customer." The Service Vision is: "We will do every
thing possible to ensure our customers' experience with BCBSF, our networks
and products, is positive, ensures understanding and fosters peace of mind."
The customer is defined as a member, subscriber, dependents and deci
sion-makers - anyone who uses our services or purchases them, Hunter
says. Our key stakeholders are providers, agents and brokers, regulatory
agencies, suppliers and vendors, and colleagues.
With the work on vision and definition complete, the committee took the
next step in the strategy: develop a working definition of the customer
promise. This term "customer promise" was first introduced in the
Marketing Strategy and was seen by the steering committee as a
critical point of alignment between both strategies.
'The original working definition of the customer promise cen
tered around providing 'peace of mind, "' says Hunter. "So the
steering committee set out to hear from customers as to what
peace of mind meant to them." To get that input, the committee
conducted a series of 14 focus groups throughout the state with
both BCBSF and competitors' members and business decision
makers. Many common themes emerged from these focus groups,
helping to identify what "peace of mind" means to the customer. In
the focus groups, Baker says, customers expressed that what they
value goes far beyond coverage and interaction with employees.
"The customers told us, 'We want to know you care, that some
one is looking out for me.' Customers want to be treated like a person,
an individual, not just a number. They want us to help remove barriers
and provide solutions to their needs," Baker explains. "We realize that we
must personalize our business in an age of technology."

''Consumers are starting to
redefine what customer service
They look at what's available
other service industry
companies and that sets tht
expectations in terms of

S E RVI C E VI S J

"We will do everythi1

en6u re o u r cu6tome1

with BCBSF, our net1
product6, i6 po6iti ve
u nder6 tanding a n d
peace ot m ind. "
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FOR THE LAST DECADE, MARKETING GURUS HAVE HELD THAT SUCCESSFUL COMPANIES IN
the 21st century will be the ones that put the customer first. On the other
hand, a "one size fits all" approach will lead the companies using it to the
same fate of the dinosaur: extinction. In his book, Changing the Game.
Larry Wilson says that the shift to a customer focus is profound.
As he puts it: "Once you become outwardly focused, service oriented, you
see more options, more opportunities and different relationships than are
possible if you are focused only on yourself."
Those options and opportunities will soon become reality for
employees throughout Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida as
our new Corporate Service Strategy rolls out in the year 2000.
That strategy makes the customer everybody's business.
The Corporate Service Strategy helps bridge our corporate
strategic direction with our Delivery System and Marketing
strategies. "Our corporate strategic direction is rich in language
that supports the customer," according to Joe Grantham, senior
vice president of Strategy Development. The strategic vision
positions BCBSF to provide "affordable health care choices" with
the driving force behind the vision being products and services
that support our customers. "In order to carry out that vision,
says Grantham, we see three primary areas of excellence for our
company - Product Quality, Customer Satisfaction and Product
Development, all of which have service delivery implications."
According to Barbara Hunter, senior director of Program
Management and Development, GBU Operations, "When you
look at the strategies developed to help direct the company
and our required areas of excellence, the common threads
are the customer and service delivery," she says, "But we
did not have a clearly understood and accepted Corporate
Service Strategy. We needed to work through what the
strategy should be from a corporate perspective in order
to provide a common platform for thinking about service
and our customers. "

ERSTANDING
nowing and

stomer has enlightened our
standing of who is influencing
�et, and heightened awareness
of where our service to the
customer needs to be.
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Knowing and understanding the customer has enlight
ened our full understanding of who is influencing the mar
ket, and heightened awareness of where our service to
the customer needs to be. As customer service goes,
the health care industry is not known to be the
standard bearer.
"This project is not only to get us to be best in
class within our industry," Hunter says, "but to get
us on par with the service industry as a whole. It's not just the
insurance industry we're being compared against. It's banking and credit
cards and all corporations in the service industry that provide a foundation
for the type of service the consumer is used to experiencing."
In other words, consumers - our customers - are more knowledgeable
from a service perspective. They call their bank or credit-card service group

BILL CARSTARPHEN

organization. In this capacity, whatever I can do to help improve our sales

DIRECTOR, SENIOR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT,
JACKSONVILLE
In Senior Product Management, it is very
easy to connect our work to our customers. We
are involved in facilitating the annual review
and decision-making regarding Medicare More
benefits. Well-designed benefits help us gain
more customers; if benefits are not well
designed, we lose customers. That's a pretty direct connect!
One of our roles is to review sales and advertising materials, as well
as to develop and review educational materials, like the member hand

u

management and business processes influences the sales force and our abili
ty to sell the customer promise.

LISA YORK

CONSTITUENT RELATIONS MANAGER, PUBLIC
RELATIONS, JACKSONVILLE
I educate members about issues and mobilize
them against proposed legislation that could nega
tively impact their health care coverage.
State and federal lawmakers frequently consid
er numerous proposals that threaten to increase
the cost and decrease the quality of health care

book. These materials must be accurate, in compliance with federal regu
lations and easy for the customer to read and understand. (The last two
goals don 't always coincide.) If materials are not clear, the customer is

coverage. I help BCBSF members take an active role in protecting the cover
age they presently receive by explaining the legislation and how they can

confused and Customer Service is inundated with phone calls.
We also monitor customer satisfaction levels and determine if inter
vention is needed to improve the satisfaction level in areas that are lack
ing. Customer satisfaction has a direct correlation to member retention.
In addition, we play a support role in new product development initia
tives, drawing on our collective knowledge and experience with our over65 customers to provide insight into product design.

am also responsible for tracking the company's image ratings through three
surveys conducted every year. I use the data collected to work with other
departments in the company to develop recommendations on how we can
better serve our members.

Finally, we work with Public Affairs to craft effective communications
to educate customers, legislators, the general public and the media about
our business and industry.

influence the outcome of health care debates.
To ensure BCBSF is meeting members' needs and public expectations, I

I believe managed care has offered consumers affordable coverage
options, and I 'm glad to help protect those options in the marketplace. ;;

PATRICE GUTENTAG

SENIOR PROJECT CONSU LTANT, SGBU SALES, MIAMI

While my job only calls for occasional direct interaction with the cus
tomer, I am fortunate to be right behind the "front lines" of the sales
per•spec•tives
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AN ATTITUDE
OF SERVICE

ntrtAMI

INTERVIEV
STEVE DAV1

Taking care ot
the cuti tamer iti
evezyone'ti buoinetio.

QJ:y M¥r !:ttAATIENTS FINALLY CAME FOR VIETNAM

veteran Robert Mosely. The Jacksonville Transplant Center at the Methodist
Medical Center was placing his name on the kidney transplant list.

l

It was turning out to be quite a year for the 6 1-year-old retired Army
sergeant and former state corrections officer. Despite his physical trials one cancerous kidney was removed in 1984 and he had been on dialysis for
two years now - he had remarried in May. More good news came the fol
lowing month: He was among the first end-stage renal disease patients to
join Advanced Renal Options, one of only three innovative HMOs in the
country designed to enhance the quality of life of kidney patients.
More than 500 South Florida residents have joined the special program
operated by Health Options, BCBSF's HMO subsidiary. What makes this pro
gram unique is that skilled nephrologists serve as the member's primary
care physicians.
'This is a major benefit," says Robert Geronemus, M. D., the program's
consultant medical director and Robert's physician. "Kidney disease
impacts the entire body, so a nephrologist really needs to be involved in all
aspects of the patient's care."
Each member is assigned a nurse who serves as an advocate and care
coordinator. Under this three-year pilot program approved by the Health
Care Financing Administration (HCFA), Advanced Renal Options also pro
vides essential nutritional supplements delivered to members' homes.
Soon, it will emphasize physical rehabilitation, giving members the option
of using stationary bikes during dialysis.
Members are considered for transplants as well. Luckily, Robert did not
have to wait long for his. At midday on Jan. 6, while he was undergoing
dialysis in Fort Lauderdale, the transplant center again called: A possible
match had been located.
" Everybody in the dialysis center was excited," he recalls.
Robert was quickly disconnected from the dialysis machine and on the
next available plane to J acksonville. Before noon the next day, he had a
new kidney. Now, reports Dr. Geronemus, "It's functioning as well as most
people's kidneys. "
For Robert, that means no more exhausting, 4.5-hour dialysis treat
ments three times a week. His restricted diet is over: You name it, and he
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BACK TO NORMAL
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can eat it. And the three-sport standout from Pompano Beach's Ely High
School, Class of 1956, can return to his alma mater as often as he wants to
cheer on his Tigers sports teams.
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'Tm doing fine," he reports, "and I'm looking forward to living a normal
life with my wife, Carolyn." ;;
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rHE NEW MILLENNIUM, AND EACH DAY IS FILLED WITH NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR
success. Along with our success - to wit, the tremendous growth in our
employee population, the new and expanding campus for our corporate head
quarters, new technology - comes the challenge of changing market forces.
All of these dynamics - and more than these - create a world of change,
making it necessary to respond quickly. That response must be strategic and
proactive if we're to progress. At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida,
change goes light years beyond change for change's sake. From employee
benefits to the way we serve our customers, our response is proactive and
our progress is developed from strategy based on solid research. In this
issue, you'll find examples of our journey from research to development:
• The Corporate Service Strategy Committee conducted first-hand
research among customer groups - ours and competitors' - and reviewed
existing research among the service industry as a whole. What developed is
a strategy to strengthen our market leadership by putting the customer first
in everything each one of us does.
• Human Resources and Public Affairs spend a great deal of time seeking
input from employees, whether in the form of focus groups, surveys or
informal discussions. In this issue, you'll find an article examining how we
use research to enhance our work environment.
• Our new headquarters is another example of development based on
research. In this issue's question-and-answer feature, Steve Davis discusses
our corporate campus and its current growth.
• You'll also learn about our Advanced Renal Options pilot program and
its effect on the life of one of our customers. What makes this program
unique is its use of skilled nephrologists as primary care physicians.
• Also in this issue, we did a little research of our own and asked three
employees how their jobs affect the customer. Their insight can help all of
us view taking care of the customer as our business.
You're invited to share your thoughts and suggestions with us. Our Blue
Views voice mail number is (904) 905-3047. You can also email us your com
ments via "Blue Views," fax them to (904) 905-6638, or send them through
interoffice mail to Corporate Communications. DCC 3-4. II
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No more exhausting,
4.5-hour dialysis treatments
three times a week. Robert's
restricted diet is over: You
name it, and he can eat it.
And the three-sport standout
from Pompano Beach's Ely
High School, Class of 1956,
can return to his alma mater
as often as he wants to cheer
on his Tigers sports teams.

At Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida, change
goes light years beyond
change for change's sake.
From employee benefits
to the wav we serve our
customers, our response is
PROACTIVE and our
progress is developed
from strategy based on
solid research.
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T H INK AGAIN.
I NTRO D U C I N G B L U ECARE

business . BlueCare is a new prod

Whether you have 500 employees

uct offered by Health Options , the

or fewe� than 50, it's easier than
you think to afford a great health
plan for your business . Our new
BlueCare health p lans include
affordable prescription coverage,
wellness and preventive c are ,
Away From Home Care and many

+.V.

BlueCross BlueShield
of Florida
Health Options®

HMO backed by Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida, so you and

TO CHANGING MARKET DY

your employees can access one of
the largest provider networks* in
the state. Ask your insurance agent
or your local Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida representative

other benefits that you might have

for more details about BlueCare

thought were out of reach for your

plans for every size business .

© 1999 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida and Health Options are independent licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association .
* Networks are made up of independent contracting health care providers.
1 8139-1099
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